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Apache Tomcat 7Apress, 2011


	The first edition of this book covered the then-new Jakarta Tomcat 4. Tomcat has come a long way from

	there, becoming Apache Tomcat in the process, with version 7 released in January 2011. During this

	time, Tomcat has become the most popular and used Java servlet container on the market. Other open

	source application servers also...
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NetBeans(TM) IDE Field Guide: Developing Desktop, Web, Enterprise, and Mobile ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2005
The Only Complete Guide and Reference for NetBeans IDE 4.1!

The award-winning NetBeans integrated development environment is today's state-of-the-art Java IDE. NetBeans is the first free, open source IDE to support Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) 5.0, and it's a leader in providing advanced support for Java 2 Enterprise...
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Mastering ResinJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Resin 3.x is a leading Java and XML application server with native support for servlets, JSP, EJB, CMP, XML, and Web services. It has a reputation for reliability, extremely fast execution speed, and low implementation cost. Resin’s ability to work with other industry standard servers like Apache, and its built-in load balancing and virtual...
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RESTful Java Web ServicesPackt Publishing, 2009
If you are already familiar with REST theory but are new to RESTful Java web services, and want to use the Java technology stack together with Java RESTful frameworks to create robust web services, this is the book for you.

This book is a guide to developing RESTful web services using Java and the most popular RESTful frameworks...
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Java for ColdFusion DevelopersPearson Education, 2003
The first Java guide specifically for experienced ColdFusion developers and Web professionals!

	Leverage your Web and ColdFusion skills to develop powerful Java applications
	Master JSP, servlets, custom tags, JavaBeans, JDBC, and other key Java Web technologies
	Install and run Apache Tomcat 4 and...
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Professional Hibernate (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    This book is written for professional Java developers who already understand how to build server-side Java applications.Ð’  The book assumes no previous experience with Hibernate, thoughÐ’ readers should have aÐ’ general familiarity with databases and Web development.    
...
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Grails 2: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Grails is a full-stack web development framework that enables you to build complete web applications in a fraction of the time and with less code than other frameworks. Grails uses the principle of convention over configuration and the dynamic Groovy programming language.

	

	This revised and updated new edition shows you how to...
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